Donald Trump once claimed that he could murder someone in broad daylight and still not lose support, implying an extreme loyalty on the part of his supporters. The psychological foundation of this purported commitment is far from obvious in that many aspects of Trump’s lifestyle, personality, policies, and values are antithetical to those cherished by large segments of his base (e.g., Evangelical Christians, free trade advocates). Political scholars, pundits and the media have offered a number of explanations for the support for Trump that exists within his base. In this chapter, we review three of the more common media explanations, which include tribal loyalties, selective media exposure, and material self-interest, and find some support for each in the scientific literature, with support generally being weaker for the more nefarious explanations (e.g., tribal racism, bloodlust) and stronger for more banal explanations (e.g., information bubbles, perceived self-interest). We also find that many of these tendencies generalize to extreme Trump opposition, meaning that Trump support is in many ways an extrapolation of a long-standing and escalating Culture War.

President Trump’s extraordinary tenure in office will end. Whether that end comes in 2021 or in 2025 (or beyond), it will come. This is probably good news to most people in the U.S. and around the world, where Trump is almost universally disliked (Wike, Poushter, Fetterolf & Schumacher, 2020). However, Trump’s exit will not be the end of Trumpism. Approximately 140 million Americans still approve of President Trump. When he leaves, they will remain. To properly understand the Trump era, one must also understand his followers. Our objective is to psychologically profile supporters of U.S. President Donald Trump, who we characterize as extremists. Characterizing such a large sector of society and supporters of a major political figure in a major democracy as extremists might raise eyebrows. We suggest that a broad geopolitical and historical perspective will support the view that President Trump’s supporters, as numerous as they are, are indeed extreme.

Perhaps the least controversial thing about the Trump presidency is that it has been unusual. Some political and economic regularities (Drezner, 2018) notwithstanding, Trump had the least prior political experience of any U.S. president, and his policies (e.g., on NATO, Russia, free trade, executive authority) and his personal behavior (e.g., braggadocio, insults, lack of financial transparency) make him a highly unusual U.S. President or democratically elected head of state. People will likely disagree about whether such an unusual presidency has moved the country in the right or the wrong direction. But we suggest that people of varying political stripes probably agree that an unusual presidency it indeed has been. The Trump presidency itself being far from the mainstream of presidencies renders Trump support extreme in the sense that it is non-normative.

Trump’s support has been steady and around 42% of Americans. The “Trump supporter” demographic is not homogenous, however. Some of his supporters are more tentative, conditional, and ambivalent whereas others are more fervent, unconditional, and full-throated in their approval of their president. Self-identified political conservatism has been strongly associated with levels of Trump support (Reutors Polling, 2019). This is noteworthy in that many of Trump’s policies have been at variance with conservative beliefs, such as those concerning free markets, international allegiances, balanced budgets, basic human decency, and moral
character. Regardless of whether Trump and his policies are philosophically conservative, it is safe to say that they do embody modern U.S. political conservatism, at least in the self-identified form. In this way, the Trump presidency has piggybacked upon (and stoked) the ever-growing Culture War between liberals and conservatives in the U.S. (Kabaservice, 2018).

Our analyses thus arrive in the context of a growing Culture War between liberals and conservatives. Our method is to examine the psychological basis of extreme Trump support guided by common media portrayals and then “fact-check” them with the available psychological and political science evidence. We focus on three broad explanations for extreme Trump support. Trump support may be rooted in tribal loyalties and hatred of outsiders; it may be rooted in people living in information bubbles where they consume unrepresentative and even false information; and it may be explained by material self-interest. We chose to focus on these three themes because they are relatively prevalent in media portrayals and because of the availability of rich psychological research literatures on each, and because they vary considerably in their moral undertones. Support based in having access to restricted and biased information and an interest in taking care of oneself and one’s family has more favorable moral undertones than support based in a desire to harm one’s political enemies.

The three explanations are not mutually exclusive explanations. Any one or combination thereof could be explanatory, and they could work in tandem. For instance, information bubbles might stoke tribal loyalties, and having access to only limited and potentially false information might affect whether people perceive a particular policy to further their self-interest. They are nonetheless discrete processes, each with different potential remedies, and respective literatures.

In the course of our review, we aim to expound both on whether an explanation is valid and also on whether the psychological phenomenon (e.g., tribalism) is limited to the Trump orbit or generalizes to extreme Trump opponents as well (and thus a symptom of the escalating Culture War more generally). This prompts us to consider both whether the psychological tendency is more pronounced among Trump supporters/conservatives than Trump opponents/liberals, and whether it is more pronounced among people who are extremely (versus moderately) in support/opposition to Trump.

1. Tribalism

The first common media explanation for Trump support that we consider is tribalism, which comes in three forms: prejudice against outsiders, unwavering favoritism toward the ingroup and bloodlust (Pew Research Center, 2019).

Prejudice. Trump supporters’ animosity toward “the other” can often surface in racialized and gendered forms in that Trump supporters and opponents tend to look (demographically) different from one another. According to Thought Co the typical Trump supporter is white and male (Cole, 2019; Pew Research Center, 2019) whereas Trump’s opponents tend to be more demographically diverse (The Washington Post; Blake, 2015), with greater representation of black people, Hispanics and Asians (The L.A Times; Pearce, 2019). Women and the LGBTQ community tend to be better represented among Trump’s opponents (Pew Research Center, 2018; Morin, 2019).

President Trump’s promises to “Make America Great Again” might signal to white Americans that Trump aims to revert to laws that favor the white majority as they formerly did during the nation’s less diverse past (The Atlantic; Green, 2017; Khazan, 2018). Non-white immigrants have also been a major focus of Trump’s attacks. According to The Chicago Counsel, immigration has become a deeply polarizing issue (Kafura, 2019), with Republicans generally feeling threatened by immigrants (The Washington Post; Clement & Balz, 2019), and
seeing it as a more important issue than do Democrats (MSNBC; Benen, 2018). To Republicans, immigrants pose a threat to the country’s “vital interests” (The Washington Post; Clement & Balz, 2019), the traditional American way of life (USA Today; Collins, 2016) and to their job security (The Washington Post; Bump, 2019).

President Trump’s signature promise to “build a wall” was central to both his campaign and to his presidency (The New York Times; Hirschfield-David & Baker, 2019). His anti-immigrant rhetoric included attacking the morality of Mexican immigrants, labelling them as “rapists” and “drug smugglers”, and framing them as an economic threat in the way they were framed as competing for jobs and depleting the social welfare system (TIME; Arce, 2019). At times, President Trump even advocated for violence against those attempting to immigrate to the United States (The Washington Post; Sonmez, 2018; L.A times; Vives & Castillo, 2019). The Washington Post contends that Trump’s tough stance on immigration was particularly alluring to conservatives who were unsatisfied with existing, more subtle approaches to immigration (Scott, 2019), and may have been a major factor in his ascension to the White House (Politico; Kumar, 2019). Proposition 1a is that Trump support is rooted in a particularly nefarious form of tribal prejudice based in racism, xenophobia, and other forms of antipathy toward minorities.

**Scientific evidence:** Conservatives in general appear to be particularly racist against black people and illegal immigrants. When asked to report their general feelings toward Black people, illegal aliens, and White people on 100-point feeling thermometers, conservatives showed a ~12 points gap favoring whites over blacks, and a ~45-point gap favoring whites over illegal immigrants (Schlenker, Chambers, & Le, 2012). The analogous gaps for liberals were approximately half the size. This apparent racism and prejudice against minorities has been found in several studies (Sears & Henry, 2003; Meertens & Pettigrew, 1997; Terrizzi, Shook, & Ventis, 2010), and appears to confirm Proposition 1a that Trump support may be rooted in racialized tribalism. However, this conclusion hinges upon a correlational relationship between ideology and attitudes toward various demographics, leaving open the possibility of a third variable explaining the association.

Worldview conflict is an alternative explanation for conservatives’ prejudicial gap: people tend to feel and express prejudice against anyone whose beliefs conflict with their own (Brandt & Crawford, 2019; Chambers & Melnyk, 2006). For instance, gun rights advocates dislike gun restriction advocates just as gun restriction advocates dislike gun rights advocates. And liberals tend to dislike conservatives just as conservatives tend to dislike liberals. Black people tend to hold liberal worldviews and favor liberal politicians. This political leaning is evident in exit polls in which black voters overwhelmingly favored Democrats over Republicans in recent U.S. elections. Black voters favored Democratic candidates over Republican candidates by 81%, 87%, 91%, and 77% in the 2016-2004 elections respectively (e.g., CNN, 2016). It is possible that conservatives dislike black people because of black peoples’ race or because of black peoples’ political beliefs, or both.

Attitudes toward conservatively minded black people are revealing of the source of conservatives’ prejudice toward black people. Experimentally crossing the race and the political beliefs of the target, Chambers, Schlenker and Collisson (2012) found that (white) conservatives expressed similarly positive attitudes toward conservatives, regardless of whether the conservative was white or black. And they expressed similarly color-blind negative attitudes toward liberals. Thus, conservatives’ prejudice against black people appears to be explained by worldview conflict and may have little inherent basis in skin color. (Note that we are not claiming that racism does not exist, nor that when it exists it is always rooted in ideological
conflict. We are merely citing data that suggests that conservatives’ apparent racism may be rooted in ideological conflict.)

**Ingroup favoritism.** Conservatives disdain for liberals (of all colors) could cause conservatives to blindly rally behind their Culture War leaders, resulting in extreme ingroup favoritism and deference to authority. While running for president in January 2016, Donald Trump gained the impression that his supporters were unusually dedicated and deferential to him. Expressing astonishment, he famously stated: “They say I have the most loyal people, did you ever see that? I could stand in the middle of Fifth Avenue and shoot somebody and I wouldn’t lose voters. It’s like incredible!” (CNN; Diamond, 2016). According to Axios, 62% of those who approve of his job performance claim they cannot think of anything Trump could do to lose their support (Allasan, 2019). Scandals, such as the Hollywood Access Tape, impeachment for abuse of power and obstruction of Congress, and mismanagement of the Covid-19 pandemic seemed to have done little to weaken support among his followers (The Washington Post; Farenthold, 2016; New York Times; Peters, 2019), with his approval ratings remaining unusually stable and between 39% and 45% (Jones, 2018). These anecdotes and statistics suggest an unusually robust form of deference to and support for authority among Trump’s supporters.

According to Vox, the Trump orbit is a hotbed for authoritarian submission: people who are especially likely to defer to authoritarian leaders hold conservative values such as a defense of hierarchy and social order as a means to an end of maintaining order and control in an uncontrollable world (Taub, 2016). Psychology Today suggests that President Trump displays qualities consistent with authoritarian leadership, subsequently attracting support from like-minded individuals looking to thwart perceived troublemakers (Azarian, 2017). Proposition 1b is that Trump support is rooted in their extreme tendency to defer to their ingroup leaders.

**Scientific evidence:** Conservatives have been found to have a pessimistic view of human nature, seeing people as inherently selfish (Lakoff, 2002). This perspective then justifies strong external forces, such as group loyalty and strong leaders, to maintain social order. Surveys of liberals and conservatives repeatedly confirmed that conservatives express more positive attitudes toward the idea of social conformity (Schwartz, Caprara, & Vecchione, 2010), a hierarchical social structure (Pratto, Sidanius, Stallworth, & Malle, 1994), and submitting to authorities (Altemeyer, 2004; Graham, Haidt, & Nosek, 2009). Moreover, Trump supporters per se score especially high on standard measures of authoritarianism obedience (Dunwoody & Plane, 2019; Ludeke, Klitgaard, & Vitriol, 2018; Womick, Rothmund, Azevedo, King, & Jost, 2018). These results seem to support the proposition that Trump supporters are particularly deferential to authorities.

Presumably, the same conclusion that Trump’s base is especially loyal toward and supportive of him should be evident in public opinion data. To find out, we conducted a novel analysis of all 1046 Presidential approval polls (each sample was ~1000 Americans) that Gallup (2020), conducted over the past 27 years, beginning in 1993 (President Clinton) and ending in 2020 (President Trump) with the objective of testing whether leader-directed ingroup favoritism, in the form of approval of the ingroup president and disapproval of the outgroup president, was stronger among Republicans than Democrats.

Figure 1 shows that ingroup favoritism has been generally strong with 70+% of Americans displaying ingroup favoritism most of the time. Ingroup favoritism appears to have strengthened over the past quarter century, as the lines generally slope upwards, indicative of the growing Culture War. But did Republicans display more ingroup favoritism than Democrats? The Democrats’ (blue) and the Republicans’ (red) lines appear to cross over one another repeatedly in
Figure 1 with neither being consistently higher than the other. This appears to not support the predominant social psychological evidence that Republicans display stronger ingroup favoritism than Democrats. A formal analysis (a party × time multilevel model; see Model 1 in Table 1), found a general increase in ingroup favoritism over time (confirming the apparent upward trend) but no effect of the party of the respondents, raising initial questions about whether there might be a disconnect between psychological studies and real world observations on the topic of ideology and ingroup favoritism.

Figure 1. Ingroup favoritism of Democrats and Republicans in their approval and disapproval of U.S. Presidents. The percentage of Republicans that approved of a Republican president was the Republican ingroup favoritism score, and the percentage of Democrats that did not approve of Republican presidents was the Democratic ingroup favoritism score; a symmetrical procedure was used to calculate Republican and Democratic ingroup favoritism scores when the president was a Democrat. Dots represent individual polls and lines are 20-poll moving averages.

Closer inspection of Figure 1 gives the impression that ingroup favoritism might be stronger when the other party controls the presidency (perhaps because the effect of bad is stronger than that good, Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & de Vohs, 2001). For example, Republican non-approval of President Obama was ~90% and stronger than Democratic support (~80%) for President Obama. This impression was borne out in analyses (President × Party interaction; see Model 2). Statistically controlling for this effect, it was Democrats rather than for Republicans that evidenced stronger ingroup favoritism (Controlling for the effects of the September 11th 2001 terrorist attacks yielded a similar conclusion; see Model 3).

Table 1. Are Republicans more approving of their co-partisan presidents and disapproving of presidents from the other party than Democrats? Apparently not. Analyses are from multilevel models predicting ingroup favoritism in presidential approval, with random intercepts for each presidency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor of Ingroup Favoritism</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>92.46 [87.24, 97.67]***</td>
<td>94.41 [79.68, 109.14]**</td>
<td>89.63 [89.05, 90.21]***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President (1 = Republican, -1 = Democrat)</td>
<td>4.91 [-9.82, 19.64]</td>
<td>0.56 [-0.03, 1.14]†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The disconnect between (previously reviewed) psychological theory and research that suggests that Trump supporters are particularly authoritarian on the one hand and publicly available data (that points to similarities between the two sides) on the other hand begs for an explanation. One possibility is that the scales used to support the conclusion that Republicans are more biased than Democrats may themselves have been biased by conflating the act of obedience to authority with the act of obeying conservative authorities. For example, an item on the Right-Wing Authoritarianism (RWA) scale asks participants to agree or disagree with “It is always better to trust the judgment of the proper authorities in government and religion than to listen to the noisy rabble-rousers in our society” (Altemeyer, 2004, p. 86). This wording is confounding because it leaves open the possibility that conservatives endorse this item more than liberals because conservatives trust the judgment of any or even all authorities (an authoritarian tendency) on the one hand, or because of a more generic form of ingroup favoritism manifest as conservatives trusting the judgment of their ideologically congenial authorities, like religious leaders. Some scales appear to avoid this conservative authority confound by not specifying the authority object, and instead asking general questions about behaviors such as obedience in general (Schwartz, 1992). However, an object (e.g., an authority figure) is logically necessary for obedience to happen. Not stating what that object might leave the subject to infer or imagine one; when people do infer an obedience object, they tend to conjure the image of a conservative authority figure (Frimer et al., 2014).

To validly test the idea that conservatives are more obedient than liberals, the object of obedience needs to be specified and the perceived ideology of the authority figure needs to be taken into account. When asked about obeying an ideologically diverse set of authority figures, from civil rights and environmental leaders on the left to religious and military leaders on the right, conservatives displayed more obedience only when the authorities were perceived to hold politically right-wing views (Frimer et al., 2014). When the authority figures were from the political left, people on the political left displayed the elevated authoritarian tendencies. And when the authority figures were perceived to be politically neutral (e.g., an office manager), liberals and conservatives were similarly obedient. And when the authority figures in the RWA scale were revised to be left wing authorities, political liberals endorsed authoritarianism, prejudice, and dogmatism (Conway, Houck, Gornick, & Repke, 2017). These results are consistent with Realistic Group Conflict Theory, which posits that people in general (liberals included) fall in line with the crowd and the leader when groups compete for limited resources like political power (Sherif, Harvey, White, Hood, & Sherif, 1961). Obedience to authority appears to not be limited to, or even particularly elevated on, the political right vis-à-vis the left. Rather, it appears to be a quite pronounced motive on both extremes (Frimer et al., 2014), meaning that obedience to Trump might be a product of the larger Culture War.
Bloodlust. Another form of tribalism that might be at play in extreme Trump support is bloodlust in the form of aggressive desires for attacks on perceived enemies. President Trump has frequently insulted and attacked Democrats, referring to them as “sick people” (ABC News; Scott, 2019) and “Crooked Hillary”, having issued more than an insult each day on Twitter alone (Frimer & Skitka, 2018). *The Nation* characterized his verbal attacks on his political adversaries as tantamount to President Trump “throwing red meat to his base”, which conjures the images of Trump satiating the ravenous hunger of a vicious pack of wolves (Abramsky, 2019). *Proposition 1c is that Trump’s supporters tribal instincts cause them to approve of Trump causing harm to their shared (perceived) enemies.*

**Scientific evidence:** Conservatives score higher than liberals on standard measures of sadism, psychopathy, and general meanness (Lilienfeld, Latzman, Watts, Smith, & Dutton, 2014; Preston & Anestis, 2018) and extreme conservatives score especially high on these traits (Duspara & Greitmeyer, 2017). These trends might appear to align the media’s portrayal of Trump supporters as a pack of ravenous wolves that enjoy a rhetorical bloodbath. But closer inspection points to a different conclusion, that Trump’s supporters do not approve of his attacks in the first place.

Elevated scores on a subclinical measure of psychopathy does not necessarily qualify Trump supporters as psychopaths in the same way that being 1 kg overweight does not qualify a person as obese. To put conservatives’ higher desire for interpersonal conflict in context, Frimer and Skitka (2020; Study 5) asked 1593 Americans from across the political spectrum to indicate whether they prefer their political leaders to be culture warriors (e.g., “fight with opponents”) or be governors for all (e.g., be a “country unifier”). Partisanship correlated with preference in a manner consistent with prior psychopathy and ideology findings, such that Republicans expressed a stronger preference for culture warriors than Democrats did. However, people across the political spectrum, strong Republicans included, preferred governors over warriors (see Figure 2).

*Figure 2. Self-reported political leadership preference of American Democrats and Republicans in 2019. All items were bipolar, with culture warrior items being low (1) and governor-for-all items being high (5) on the 1-5 scale. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.*
Inferences about Trump supporters’ self-reported preference for national unity over Culture War might be prone to the limits and biases of self-awareness and qualified by the possibility of socially desirable responding, to which conservatives tend to be particularly prone (Wojcik, et al., 2015). Needed are experimental designs that assess the reactions of Trump supporters to Trump’s attacks on his adversaries wherein respondents are not aware of what a scripted response might entail. To that end, Frimer and Skitka (2018) asked self-identified “diehard Trump supporters” to react to a tweet in which President Trump attacked a political rival (e.g., Hillary Clinton, Barack Obama) or a media personality (e.g., Mika Brzezinski, Joe Scarborough) or a less uncivil version of the same. If Trump’s diehard base has bloodlust, we should expect them to express greater approval of his uncivil attack than for the more civil rapprochement. But this is not what was found. In several studies, diehard Trump supporters evaluated Trump similarly after reading a civil or uncivil message from him; when they did show a reaction, it was disapproving of Trump’s uncivil attack. The rest of the political spectrum, univocally disapproved of Trump’s attacks, and this included (non-diehard) Trump supporters. These results were corroborated in longitudinal analyses of public polling data, meaning that they were not an artifact of the artificial lab setting. They also accord with decades of research showing that attack ads backfire upon the attacker— they harm the reputation of the attacker more than that of the attacked (e.g., Carraro & Castelli, 2010; see Lau, Sigelman, & Rovner, 2007 for a review). In sum, research to date seems to disconfirm the notion that Trump’s supporters have bloodlust for the perceived political adversaries.

2. The Information Bubble

Along with tribalism, a second common explanation that the media sometimes offers for extreme Trump support implicates the regular consumption of pro-Trump media and opinions. While the number of media sources and the diversity of ideas available to the public have increased over time, people have increasingly consumed content that confirms their attitudes while remaining unexposed to information that might alter or challenge those beliefs. The “Trump Bubble” refers to a set of media outlets, citizens, and social media circles that share content that exclusively promotes and validates President Trump’s agenda, policies and behavior. According to *The Financial Times*, the center of the Trump Bubble might be *Fox News* (Bond, 2017), whose pundits tend to support President Trump on most matters. Social media also contributes to the formation and maintenance of information bubbles. Sites like Facebook and Twitter use algorithms to learn from a user’s previous behaviors to selectively present more of the same. *Business Insider* proposes that these sorting algorithms help to maintain a relatively narrow ideological cocoon that reinforces asymmetrical, biased information bubbles and echo chambers (Bremmer, 2019).

Even when belief-challenging information enters the conversation, it rarely affects attitudes. This is because people tend to interpret information in a way that confirms their pre-existing opinions. According to *The New Yorker*, this confirmation bias might explain why extreme Trump supporters were undeterred by evidence that challenges their allegiance (e.g., the Access Hollywood scandal; Konikova, 2016).

The information circulating within the Trump bubble may not be fully accurate in part because some of it is false news propagated by Russian bots (Goldman, Barnes, Haberman & Fandos (2020). However, it succeeds in reinforcing the beliefs of those who strongly approve of the current president (*The Washington Post*; Emba, 2016), and may even deepen their extremism (*The Guardian*; Grimes, 2017). Information bubbles on the political right may be particularly impervious to outside information. However, *Huffpost* suggests that both Republicans and
Democrats consume media content that supports and confirms their existing beliefs (Grenoble, 2018). Proposition 2 is that Trump supporters are in an information bubble filled with pro-Trump opinions, Russian bots, and fake news.

**Scientific evidence:** Repeated exposure to statements supporting a singular point of view is sufficient to increase attitude polarization (e.g., Hinsz & David, 1984). The more statements supporting the viewpoint, the more extreme the observer’s attitudes are likely to become. Simply put, repetition works. Information bubbles, sustained by social media algorithms that selectively present information that the user previously responded positively to have made information consumption increasingly asymmetric and unbalanced in recent years.

However, AI sorting algorithms are not the only causes of information bubbles. Among the most robust findings in social psychology is the confirmation bias, the tendency for people to seek out and interpret information in a way that supports their existing opinions (e.g., Kunda, 1990). The confirmation bias is a product of a desire to avoid the uncomfortable feeling of cognitive dissonance that results from having one’s beliefs challenged (Festinger, 1957; Webb, Change, & Benn, 2013) and from a desire to keep the peace with one’s friends and acquaintances, which satisfies the need for a sense of shared sense of reality with close others (Echterhoff, Higgins, & Levine, 2009) and the associated need to belong (Baumeister & Leary, 1995). The confirmation bias thus scratches a defensive itch and provides clarity in an oft-confusing world. The scientific record strongly and consistently supports the notion that people tend to selectively expose themselves to people and information that they expect will reaffirm their existing beliefs (e.g., Bakshy, Messing, & Adamic, 2015; Barbera, Jost, Nagler, Tucker, & Bonneau, 2015; Frimer, Skitka, & Motyl, 2017; Iyengar & Hahn, 2009; Stroud, 2008).

Theories for the existence of the bias set up predictions that Trump supporters might be particularly prone to the confirmation bias insofar as conservatives (e.g., Jost, Glaser, Kruglanski, & Sulloway, 2003) and people with extreme political views (Greenberg & Jonas, 2003; Hogg, 2007; van Prooijen & Krowel, 2019) are thought to feel particularly threatened by uncertainty and ambiguity. The evidence is mixed regarding whether conservatives/Republicans are more prone to selectively exposing themselves to congenial information than are liberals, and a number of studies leave open alternative explanations for their findings. For instance, a study of media consumption of the 1940 U.S. Presidential election found that Republicans consumed more belief-confirming political information than did Democrats (Lazarsfeld, Berelson, & Gaudet, 1944). However, the Republican party outspent the Democrats in that election by a margin of 2:1 in that election (Overack, 1941), making pro-Republican information more available in general. Taking into account this asymmetric amount of slanted information, Sears and Freedman (1967) concluded that Republicans were less prone to selective exposure than Democrats. More recent lab studies found that conservatives were more likely to avoid interactions with liberals than vice versa (Nam, Jost, & van Bavel, 2013), however this study failed to replicate (Brandt & Crawford, 2013). And a series of experiments found strong and consistent evidence that selective exposure motivation is strong for both liberals and conservatives, and to a similar degree (Frimer et al., 2017). A meta-analysis of a variety of forms of political biases found similarly strong biases among liberals and conservatives (Ditto et al. 2019).

Analyses of the networks and behaviors of people on social media sites have also produced mixed results. Some studies suggest that conservatives’ bubbles are less permeable than liberals’. For instance, on Twitter, conservatives appear to be less likely to retweet liberals’ tweets than vice versa (Barbera, Jost, Nagler, Tucker, & Bonneau, 2015) and conservatives and
extremists have more ideologically congenial social networks on Twitter than liberals and moderates, respectively (Boutyline & Willer, 2017). Yet another study on social media found that conservatives’ bubbles were more permeable than liberals’: conservatives were found to be more likely to click on and share cross-cutting Facebook posts than were liberals (Bakshy, Messing, & Adamic, 2015).

Together, the evidence probably favors the proposition that Trump supporters are in an ideologically homogenous and impermeable information bubble, a bubble that is of comparable impermeability and homogeneity as the bubble on the extreme political left. However, it remains possible that other asymmetries make the Trump bubble particularly biased. Information within each bubble might be different in quality, for example if Russian bots were to have infiltrated the Trump bubble, spreading false news stories with the intent of accentuating divisions within the U.S. False news spreads much faster on social media than factual information (Vosoughi, Roy, & Aral, 2018), making false news particularly potent. That said, the available evidence is that Russian bots are not (yet) as efficacious as commonly thought. An analysis of the political attitudes of 1239 Democrats and Republicans on Twitter found that attitudes did not change after interacting with Russian bots (Bail et al., 2020).

In sum, the available evidence supports the idea that Trump supporters are in an information bubble, that the bubble is probably sealed tighter than the information bubbles of political moderates, and that the information bubble itself helps drive up and sustain extreme beliefs. However, the evidence is too mixed to yield any firm conclusions about whether the Trump bubble is more ideologically uniform than information bubbles on the far left.

3. Material Self-interest

Having examined and found some support for tribalism and information bubbles explaining extreme Trump support, we now consider what is perhaps a more rational explanation: self-interest. Four in five Americans are living paycheck to paycheck (The Guardian; Reich, 2019). According to sources such as USA Today, Business Insider and CNBC, the costs of healthcare, education, childcare, housing and food are increasing more quickly than are wages in the United States (Leonhardt, 2019; Hoffower, 2019; Long, 2018; Rapier, 2019; Steinour, 2019). Factories are shutting down and moving overseas, and with them the well-paying manufacturing jobs that previously gave many Americans a sense of purpose and pride, and a decent living (Business Insider; McEnery, 2011). Employment in manufacturing has declined 27% since 2000 (Quartz; Guilford, 2018), those Americans who lost their well-paying factory jobs that came with benefits subsequently sought work in retail, healthcare and construction (CNN Business; Long, 2016). The result of these economic changes is rising anxiety and a general sense of desperation (Detroit Free Press; Howard, 2019). Downtrodden people may believe that Trump, who has promised to improve Americans’ financial predicament, will alleviate their economic hardship; that is, they support him out of material self-interest.

According to some media accounts, President Trump seems to have taken care of his supporters. His support for policies that directly benefit conservative Americans may bolster his support amongst Republicans (The Washington Post; Olorunnipa & Parker, 2019). Many of Trump’s policies such as the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act and the Market Facilitation Program (farmer subsidies) have been found to benefit his base more so than his opponents. For instance, the New York Times reports that the tax cuts President Trump signed into law in 2017 disproportionately benefited white Americans over Latino and African Americans (Tankersley, 2018). President Trump’s bailout program for American farmers overwhelmingly benefitted white farmers while simultaneously harming small farms and racial minorities (AG Mag; Carr, 2019). Economic
anxieties have made unconventional economic policies, including protectionism, politically viable. According to *The Conversation* (Bencharki & Basque, 2018) Trump supporters sense that an ever-changing world has left them behind has been sufficiently strong for them to abandon a long-standing preference for free trade, and instead embrace protectionist tariffs and trade wars. In sum, President Trump’s policies may have prioritized the interests of his political base (*The Washington Post*; Jan, 2017).

*The Wall Street Journal* states that Trump’s supporters believe that he is capable of ushering in a new era of economic prosperity (Zitner, 2016). Indeed, President Trump promised and delivered a major bill that reduced taxes; the spirit of the bill struck a chord with his supporters (*The Washington Post*; Long, 2017) even though it did little in the end to lower most of their tax burdens (*The Guardian*; Cary & Holmes, 2019). This observation makes salient the distinction between actual self-interest and perceived self-interest. Trump supporters might support him because they think they are better off for it. Proposition 3 is that Trump’s support is rooted in perceived material self-interest.

**Scientific evidence:** The literature on “pocketbook voting”, that is, the tendency to vote for and support candidates and policies that maximize one’s own material self-interests, is mixed and contentious, with some scholars suggesting that pocketbook voting occurs and others suggesting it might not. Our review of the literature finds support for the occurrence of a particular kind of pocketbook voting, namely that people tend to favor candidates and policies that they believe will advance their individual self-interests.

Early analyses seemed to support the notion that apparent pocketbook voting is an epiphenomenon, propped up by unrelated psychological processes. For example, analyses of survey data and experimental studies found that correlations between personal finances and political attitudes were found only when items measuring finances and attitudes were located in close proximity to one another within a survey (Sears & Lau, 1983). People might have voiced opposition toward a candidate as form of scapegoating their personal financial distress when their reasons for opposition were actually based in other factors. However, Lewis-Becker (1985) evaluated Michigan CPS-SRC election surveys and found no support for the item-proximity moderator effect. Lau, Sears & Jessor (1990) then refined the conditions under which item proximity is likely to produce an apparent pocketbook voting effect. Together, these studies seem to support the idea that it possible to socially prime a relationship between pocketbook concerns and political attitudes.

The primed connection between personal finances and political decision making may not be limited to surveys and questionnaires but might also extend to the real political world. Politicians sometimes raise the psychological salience of personal finances in political decision making, which could induce pocketbook voting. For example, Ronald Reagan successfully induced more externalized attribution for voters’ financial improvement in his “Good Morning America” campaign (Beschloss, 2016) and subsequently produced a strong economic self-interest vote for himself in 1984 (Lau et al., 1990). President Trump has drawn from the same playbook by explicitly linking his presidency to the value of Americans’ pensions:

I won the election, the markets went up thousands of points, things started happening. If, for some reason, I were not to have won the election, these markets would have crashed. That will happen even more so in 2020. You have no choice but to vote for me, because your 401(k), everything is going to be down the tubes. (Murray, 2019).

Whether rhetorical connections between a particular candidate and material self-interest boost or sustain support for President Trump remains to be tested.
These earlier studies examined the connection between the personal finances of Americans and general and political choices. However, the politics of material self-interests of different demographic groups might diverge. For instance, the self-interest of low SES racial minorities might be aligned with the political left whereas the self-interest of wealthy white males might be aligned with the political right. It is therefore unclear whether these early studies captured the phenomenon of pocketbook voting per se. More recent research carefully connected respondents’ pocketbook interests to particular voting options, for example by studying demographics (e.g., parents) in relation to parties with clear policies that would help or hinder those groups (Elinder, Jordahl & Poutvaara, 2015). This new wave of pocketbook voting studies found relatively consistent support for a particular form pocketbook voting—future-oriented or prospective pocketbook voting. That is, people seem to support for candidates that they think will benefit them financially, in the future. This new wave also found weaker but mixed support for past-oriented or retrospective pocketbook voting, a concept captured by a famous question posed by then-candidate Ronald Reagan, “Are you better off today than you were four years ago?” Some studies found support for retrospective pocketbook voting (Tilley et al.; 2018) whereas others did not (Elinder et al. 2015; Mutz, 2018)

The existing body of pocketbook voting literature is solely based on correlational and observational studies, leaving open the possibility that unidentified third variables confound or suppress observed effects. To our knowledge, no studies have experimentally manipulated the perception that a particular candidate will benefit the respondent financially and then observed whether such a manipulation altered level of support. In sum, it remains unclear whether and to what degree extreme Trump support is rooted in perceived material self-interest.

Conclusion

Our review of Trump support, in both its more tentative and extreme forms, finds that all three major psychological claims advanced in the media were consistent with the available psychological evidence. Extreme Trump support appears to be rooted in tribalism, information bubbles, and perceived material self-interest. In general, the more nefarious theories (e.g., racism, Russian bots, bloodlust) were less supported and the more banal ones (e.g., information bubbles, self-interest) were more supported. Moreover, several of the efficacious explanations generalized to extreme Trump opponents meaning that they might be a byproduct of a decades long and escalating Culture War. In this way, Donald Trump’s presidency is not only stoking the Culture War, but also a product of it. Focusing attention on ways to reduce intergroup conflict might be a fruitful way of preventing the emergence of future would-be autocrats and thereby preserving democracy.
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